
Addicted To Cosmetic Surgery - The Realities 
 
Wannabe starlet as well as design Jenny Lee had endured extra than 37 procedures before 
she also reached her 30 birthday, the majority of them extremely uncomfortable as well as 
requiring a lengthy recovery period. While the first temptation could be to sympathize with 
the inadequate woman, that altruisism starts to wane a little bit once the blonde, long-legged 
Texas native exposes that none of the ops were in fact necessary. They were all cosmetic. 
Korean-born Hang Mioku, 48, supposedly injected food preparation oil into her very own 
face in a bid to earn her even more beautiful. "I do not desire to expand old with dignity," 
Jenny informed a television program lately. And she hasn't. Amongst the cosmetic 
operations the cosmetic surgery addict has actually gone through are 3 breast lifts, 3 nose 
works, a cheek implant, a chin dental implant, liposuction on numerous parts of her body, 
full teeth veneers, Botox shots and, the stroke of genius de grace, a full body lift. 
 
" My scenario with plastic surgical procedure is one that is extremely tough for my family 
and also many others to comprehend," Jenny has actually written on her blog site, following 
to a picture of her with considerably enhanced busts, a completely flat belly and an instead 
ridiculously thin nose. "There is a stating that goes, 'I could discuss it to you, yet I can not 
comprehend it for you.' That is the means I feel about the scenario." While Jenny may be a 
little bit severe - she really desired to recreate Michael Jackson's nose on her very own face, 
for instance - it's not as tough to come to be addicted to cosmetic surgery as you would 
certainly visualize. Some individuals have a pair of frown lines gotten rid of with facial fillers 
or a quick bust uplift and also stop there. But also for others, that initial neck and neck or 
that first Botox shot indicates the beginning of a life time of surgical procedure after surgery, 
with no end visible, see this bluewatersurgery.com.  

 
Lots of individuals worldwide have actually become connected on plastic surgical procedure 
that recently the British National Health Solution designed a list to identify who was an 
addict and also that had not been. It also informed them to be on the look-out for indications 
they had actually developed Body Dysmorphic Disorder, likewise recognized as "imagined 
hideous syndrome", a potentially extreme problem where you are frequently locating fault 
with the means you look. 
 
The ranch lady from Ohio has actually had more compared to 30 procedures since moving 
to London, where she has her very own working as a consultant as well as has blossomed 
right into a poster kid for plastic surgical procedure, even considering that her Barbie 
fascination started at age 6. The farm girl from Ohio has had even more than 30 procedures 
since moving to London, where she has her very own working as a consultant and also has 
actually progressed right into a poster youngster for plastic surgical procedure, also since 
her Barbie fascination started at age 6. Interestingly sufficient, she has even discovered a 
"Ken" to enhance her, a fellow plastic addict who currently calls himself Miles. 
 

http://www.bluewatersurgery.com/

